Private Renngemeinschaft
Spandau e.V. im ADAC

9. ADAC / PRS Rallycross LAUSITZRING 14./15. April 2018 - DMSB-Reg. Nr. 44/2018

ENTRY CONFIRMATION
Dear Rally-Cross starter,
Thank’s for your nomination to our rally-cross event on the LAUSITZRING. We accept the nomination
In accordance with enclosed entry list under the condition assumed that the original nomination is
submitted in paper acceptance and the entry fee is paid.
Bulletin 1, schedule and list of participants see Annex
Entrance to the paddock
The paddock is open at the following times:
Friday,
13/04/2018 from 05.00 pm until 10.00 pm
Saturday, 14/04/2018 from 08:00 am until 10:00 pm
Sunday, 15/04/2018 from 08:00 am until 09:00 pm
The entrance and exit to the paddock is only possible at the indicated times.
The following access permissions are issued at the information at the paddock entrance:
two entrance ticket for the paddock, wristband for the driver and two wristbands for the helpers
(more wristbands for the price of 10, - EUR can be purchased).
People without wristband or entrance ticket are banished from the paddock.
You will receive a card which you need to submit at the Race Office, at the administrative checks and the
technical inspection.
Since there can be a waiting time at the entrance to the paddock we ask that you keep the access road
free and park at the far right edge of the roadway.
Race office
The race office is from 13.04.2018, 4:00 pm also available by tel-no. +49 (0)35754-33236.
Document Registration
The registration of documents is located at the race office (Lounge 36).
The car passport will be withhold at the technical inspection and must be picked up at the end of the
event at the race office. Left car passes will not be sent.
Please keep your transponder numbers ready. If necessary transponders can be borrowed for a fee
of 30, - EUR. The driver license is used as a deposit and remains in the race office.
Lost or damaged transponders will be charged with the full price (300, - EUR) plus processing fee
(50, - EUR).
Please bring the cleaned transponder back to the race office after the race.
Scrutineering
Technical inspection is in the PIT 52/53 (see map).
A noise measurement is provided for each car.
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Paddock
The stand will be assigned to you by the paddock supervision. The change of places is forbidden and can
be punished by not being allowed to start.
All trailers and cars are to be parked outside the paddock on the trailer and car parking area (see map).
It is mandatory that a tarp is placed under the car which is impermeable to liquids (at least 4 x 4 meters).
The washing of cars is permitted only on the wash basin.

WASHING THE MOTOR IS PROHIBITED! ! ! !
Each participant is responsible for the cleanliness of his paddock space. The resulting waste is to be
disposed of only in the appropriate containers. It is forbidden to leave any oils and spare parts of any kind,
especially tires, in the paddock after the end of the event. Any repairs are allowed only under
consideration of environmental protection.
Please accept the night’s sleep in the paddock from 12:00 pm until 6:45 am.
Please note Rally-Cross-regulations Part 2.3.1 Safety requirements,
Each team is obligated to keep its own fire extinguisher (at least 6 kg) on assigned paddock space (This
is under the paddock supervisory controls).
On the grounds of the Lausitzring freely dogs or other animals are not permitted.
Driving with karts, scooters, other vehicles not approved, inline skates, roller skates, etc. in
the paddock and on the access roads is not permitted. For damages is liable to the polluter
or their legal representatives.

Miscellaneous
Please note: A deposit in the amount of € 100, - € is required for the BOX rental in addition to the
rental price of 220, - € which will be reimbursed upon key return.
Attendance at the drivers meeting is mandatory.
The official notice board is located at the race office.
Each participant is responsible for the timely appearance at the pre start
The loudspeaker announcements are only used for assistance.
The snackbar of Lausitzring Catering is on Saturday and Sunday in the paddock and is open on
both days from 7 am -7 pm (Sunday – 5 pm).
Rolls In the morning bread rolls can be bought.
We wish all the teams a pleasant journey, and a successful and injury-free weekend at the DRX / CHRCevent on the LAUSITZRING.
Kindly regards
Private Renngemeinschaft Spandau e.V. im ADAC

Gerd Weidinger
- Clerk of the course –

